ONE WELFARE SCIENCE SLAM

OWSM
SESSIONS

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SCIENCE, COMMUNICATION, CREATIVITY AND FUN ??
WE ARE LOOKING FOR OWSM CHAMPIONS TO RUN OWSM SESSIONS AT
DIFFERENT UNIVERSITIES AROUND THE WORLD. ARE YOU UP FOR THE
CHALLENGE? GET INT TOUCH FOR FURTHER DETAILS
INFO@ONEWELFAREWORLD.ORG

#ONEWELFARE
#OWSM
#OWSMSESSION

OWSM SESSION
One Welfare Science Slam Sessions
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What are the OWSM
sessions?
OWSM sessions are Science Slam
sessions specific to the One Welfare
concept. In these sessions scientists
explain their projects in short 8
minute talks ensuring that the
content can be understood by nonscientists. The sessions must be
presented in an entertaining way.
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What is the objective
of the OWSM sessions?

The OWSM sessions are intended to
facilitate dissemination of One
Welfare research work and projects
to non-scientists. This is in order to
support broader understanding of
the concept.
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What are the benefits of
presenting my work in an
OWSM session?
The OWSM sessions provide you
with an opportunity for
communication beyond the scientific
community. It also helps to develop
creativity, innovation and
alternative ways of communication
around your work. There will also be
a prize for the best OWSM session,
taking into account the scientific
content and entertaining nature of
the presentation.
You are your oyster!!
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How do I create an
OWSM session?
You have 8 minutes to explain your
project. You can create a brief story
around your project from beginning
to end, and dress for the occasion! or
alternatively you could identify your
key message and up to 3 project
highlights that you will describe
during the session.
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Is there anything I
should avoid?
Ensure that the language you use
does not include technical words
that others outside your research
area or profession would not
understand. Also, as the focus of
OWSM sessions is global you should
be mindful and respectful of people,
animals and cultural heritage across
the world.
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Where can I see some
examples of what to
aim for?

The first “OWSM sessions” took place
at the One Welfare World conference
in 2021. To see some examples, you
can have a look at science slam videos
online or check out the OWSM
sessions from the conference at the
One Welfare Youtube Channel OWSM
sessions playlist
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OWSM sessions
Materials and resources checklist
OWSM sessions flyer
OWSM sessions power point template
OWSM sessions tune
Virtual platform or in person room
Projection facilities
Abstract submission / pre-selection system
Key Dates

(agreed by each university for their tournaments)

registration
abstract acceptance
video submission deadline
event (ideally with live voting)
Voting system
A spoon of imagination
A pinch of humour
Fun outfits or music instruments

Keen researchers to take part!!

OWSM SESSION
Participating Universities - Pilot Year 2022-2023

University of Nottingham
OWSM Champion - Amelia García Ara

University of Zaragoza
OWSM Champion - Virginia Resconi

If you are interested in taking part on the next round please register your
interest by emailing info@onewelfareworld.org and include:
- OWSM SESSIONS in the email subject
- Name, position and contact details of the suggested University OWSM
champion

